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Empirical modeling of the peptide amide I band IR intensity
in water solution
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An empirical correction to amide group vacuum force fields is proposed in order to account for the
influence of the aqueous environment on the CvO stretching vibration~amide I!. The dependence
of the vibrational absorption spectral intensities on the geometry is studied with density functional
theory methods at the BPW91/6-31G** level for N-methyl acetamide interacting with a variety of
of water molecule clusters hydrogen bonded to it. These cluster results are then generalized to form
an empirical correction for the force field and dipole intensity of the amide I (CvO stretch! mode.
As an example of its extension, the method is applied to a larger~b-turn model! peptide molecule
and its IR spectrum is simulated. The method provides realistic bandwidths for the amide I bands
if the spectra are generated from theab initio force field corrected by perturbation from an ensemble
of solvent geometries obtained using molecular dynamic simulations. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1622384#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Models for the influence of solvent are becoming
creasingly popular in computational chemistry, since they
flect the actual environment of most experimental results
which an interpretive basis is sought, and since includ
solvent effects often brings a substantial increase in the
curacy of the simulations.1–4 Vibrational spectra of the pep
tide and protein amide I band provide a typical and ve
important example where such an improvement is desira
The amide I occurs in a spectral region of little overlap w
other modes and is a relatively local motion~amide CvO
stretch!, whose spectral intensity dominates the IR spectru
is not mixed with other modes, and whose band shape
flects molecular conformation.5,6 However, in solution the
CvO bond stretching is strongly affected by solvent, p
ticularly formation of hydrogen bonds with water, the com
mon solvent for biological samples.4,7–9 Apart from the ab-
sorption, faithful reproduction of frequency shifts and fi
vibrational mode splitting in solvated systems is also de
able for interpreting a wide range of analytical methods,
cluding vibrational circular dichroism~VCD!,10 Raman or
Raman optical activity~ROA! spectra.11,12

N-methyl acetamide~NMA !, a single amide ‘‘blocked’’
with methyl groups, has traditionally been used for accur
ab initio computations as a relatively faithful model for th
properties of the peptide linkage.13–17Because of the impor
tance of the amide I band for vibrational spectroscopy, in t
study we explore how the vibrational frequencies and
intensities are influenced by the number and geometry
solvent molecules explicitly included in anab initio calcula-
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tion using DFT~density functional theory! methods. Particu-
larly, we extend the results of Hamet al.14 so that an empiri-
cal force field correction based on the electrostatic fi
perturbation of this mode by the solvent can also be app
to DFT computations for larger molecules. This manuscr
consists of two conceptual parts, DFT computations
NMA/water clusters and development of an empirical mo
suitable for correcting amide I calculations for oligomer
peptide systems. For theab initio computations, the more
precise DFT methods at the BPW91/6-31G** level is used
instead of the HF approximation that was used by previ
workers.8,14 Additionally, instead of using anad hoccluster
construction we derive the solvent geometries used for th
tests from molecular dynamic~MD! simulation configura-
tions and thus vary their structures in a more systematic w
As a model oligopeptide calculation, we simulate IR spec
for a pentapeptide constrained to ab-turn geometry, chosen
in particular as a secondary structure component for wh
solvation by water could lead to significant effects.18,19

II. CLUSTER CALCULATION

A. MD snapshot clusters

With the aid of the TINKER molecular software
package,20 the NMA molecule was placed into a box of wa
ter ~of a size of 18.56 Å! and the geometry minimized unde
periodic boundary conditions with theAMBER21 force field.
Subsequently, a molecular dynamic simulation was run.
ter equilibrium was achieved, ten configurations were gen
ated, separated by 1000 1-femtosecond steps. Using a h
made graphical interface, MCM95,22 approximately
spherical clusters were selected for each MD-derived c
figuration. These used a common cutoff of 6.8 Å, based
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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the distances of the water from the NMA C(vO) atom.
Retaining only complete water molecules falling within t
cutoff resulted in a series of clusters containing 23, 28,
31, 28, 27, 25, 30, 31, and 29 H2O molecules, respectively
These geometries are shown overlapped, but distinguis
by color, in Fig. 1 to give a sense of how the water positio
varied for the 10 MD-derived structures.Ab initio density
functional theory~DFT! computation of frequencies and d
pole intensities were carried out for each of these clus
with the GAUSSIAN program23 at the BPW91/6-31G**
level.24,25 To maintain the MD conformation but relax th
higher frequency vibrational modes~particularly the amide
I!, so they would be calculated near their energy minimu
the geometry of the clusters was optimized prior to the f
quency calculation~at the BPW91/6-31G** level! using the
normal mode optimization method26 ~modes with uvu
,300 cm21 held fixed!.

FIG. 1. ~Color! An overlap of the ten NMA/water clusters, each having
different color, obtained from the MD simulation~the NMA molecules are
aligned in the middle!.
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B. Variable-size clusters

For one of these particular MD configurations, the s
of the cutoff sphere was varied in a wider range, so t
various parts of the NMA hydration shell were present,
summarized in Table I. Clusters C2 and C3 were construc
so that water molecules approximately surround hydroph
and hydrophobic molecular parts, respectively; see also
2. These selected ‘‘subclusters’’ allow one to obtain a be
feel for the importance of different solvent interactions
the spectral parameters. It can be seen that different arra
ments of the water molecules, particularly when resulting
H-bonded as opposed to ‘‘free’’ CvO groups~which only
occur for isolated NMA or specially configured solvent mo
ecules!, can cause dramatic changes~reductions! in the
amide I frequency. The amide II frequency rises
;30 cm21 for the hydrogen-bond clusters as compared
isolated~vacuum! NMA, consistent with previous results.7,17

Interestingly, the amide II frequency for the ‘‘hydrophobic
cluster where the water molecules are assembled around
methyl groups is shifted down to 1515 cm21, which is lower

FIG. 2. The variable-size NMA/water clusters~as described in Table I!.
ll
TABLE I. Variable-size NMA/water clusters.

Cluster

Number of
water

molecules vAI
a vAII

b
d(CvO)

~Å! Remark

C0 0 1732 1522 1.235 Vacuum
C1/n32q 3 1701 1554 1.250 First~H-bonding! hydration shell
C2/nmaq 12 1677 1544 1.254 First and second hydration she
C3/n15 15 1704 1515 1.245 Only waters arounduCH3 groups

‘‘Hydrophobic hydration’’
C4/n19 19 1668 1552 1.253 Extended second hydr. shell
C5/n35 30 1658 1557 1.258

avAI amide I frequency for deuterated compound, in cm21.
bvAII amide II frequency for natural~all 1H) compound, in cm21.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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than the vacuum level. Surprisingly, in comparison to pre
ous explicit water calculations, adding a second hydrat
shell continues to have a significant impact on the amid
frequency; however, frequencies obtained with larger sh
seem to converge. This is consistent with our and other la
findings that just computing three explicit waters H-bond
to NMA did not sufficiently correct the amide I frequenc
Experimentally comparable frequencies were only obtai
by adding a reaction field or using the polarized continu
model ~PCM!.9,17 Analogous behavior was observed for h
drogen bonding to other NMA molecules instead of water
this case, however, the amide II frequency shift was p
dicted to be bigger and amide I shift smaller than for H2O.8

There is an approximately linear relation between the CvO
bond length and amide I frequency, but the regression r
tion is slightly worse than found in the previous study14

presumably because of the wider range of geometries in
tigated here.

III. EMPIRICAL CORRECTIONS

A. Amide I frequency correction

We follow the recent work14 suggesting that the amide
frequency~v! is proportional to electrostatic potential~w!
from water molecules at the six nuclei which form the co
of the amide group

Dv5v2v05u(
i 51

6

l iw i , ~1!

wherev0 is the frequency~or wave number! in vacuum and
the unit factoru5116 080 was introduced in order to comp
with the original meaning14 of the parametersl i . Then, the
frequency has units of wave number (cm21) and the poten-
tials can be calculated as

w i5(
j 51

j
qi

ur i2r j u
,

where the partial atomic charges for water atoms areqH

50.412 andqO520.814, and the distances are measured
Å. This relation was originally derived based on a consid
ation of the anharmonicity of the CvO vibration and effec-
tive vibrational transition charges~derivative of the partial
atomic chargeqi with respect to the normal modeQ
(]qi /]Q)) within the amide group atoms.14,27 A conserva-
tion condition for the parameters, i.e.,( i 51

6 l i50, was
thereby developed. The values of thel i parameters were
originally determined on the basis of fitting to the vibration
frequencies obtained with HF/6-31111G** calculations
for relatively small NMA–water clusters.14

In this work, we refit the frequency shift@Eq. ~1!# using
the DFT BPW91/6-31G** frequencies obtained for the~al-
together 16! clusters described above. We included also
smaller clusters~with 0–15 water molecules! because we
were interested in testing the validity of the formula~1! for
any configuration of the water molecules; obviously, th
influence to the fit was rather minor. We include the partia
hydrated examples of Fig. 2 to exemplify how the wor
some extreme perturbations. Additionally, we found that o
Downloaded 11 Nov 2003 to 147.231.120.167. Redistribution subject to 
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a minor error (0.7 cm21 rms! arises when the number of th
parameters is reduced to four~three independent, because
the conservation condition! parameters, corresponding to C
O, and the N and Ca bound to the C(vO). In fact, if only
two-parameter fit for the two CvO group atoms was ap
plied, most of the solvent amide I frequency shift was s
recovered. But, in this case the error~rms! rose further by
about 2 cm21. This would probably be acceptable for th
training set for NMA, but may lead to bigger spectral disto
tions for more complicated systems. Additionally, because
the conservation condition, such a fit with only one indepe
dent parameter would not be sensitive to detailed geome
e.g., to the rotation of the water shell around the CvO bond,
and a principal advantage of the model would be lost. Th
we feel that the four-parameter fit is a reasonable comp
mise for the ensemble of the clusters described above,
balanced contribution of the atoms connected to the carbo
group. Similarly, we introduce an analogous fit of a set
parameters to the dipole strengths~D, units of debyes2, are
used here!. All calculations presented here were done f
NMA in D2O with N-deuterated NMA, since the amide
vibration cannot be clearly separated from H2O vibrations in
the protonated form. Thus, our starting equations were

Dv5v2v05u(
i 51

4

piw i , ~2!

DD5D2D05(
i 51

4

diw i ,

(
i 51

4

pi5(
i 51

4

di50,

with the parameters given in Table II. Figure 3 shows t
agreement of the fitted values with theab initio
(BPW91/6-31G** ) results for the 16 clusters. The value
are somewhat more scattered than those in the original w
of Ham,14 which we attribute to the higher diversity encom
passed in our clusters, and the fact that we also include c
ters~e.g., with H2O only around the CH3 groups! that would
not be physically reasonable for aqueous solution. Inde
for the MD snapshot clusters, whose overall geometr
change but whose numbers of water and H bonds are r
tively consistent, the dipolar strengths vary only by abo
0.1 debye2.

B. Force field and dipole derivative correction

In order to extend this method to oligomer molecule
we approximate the amide I mode by a local CvO stretch-

TABLE II. Fitted parameters for the empirical amide I frequency and dip
strength correction as obtained from the BPW91/6-31G** calculation.

i pi di

1 ~O! 20.032 5 0.970
2(C(vO)) 20.006 24 21.842
3 ~C~CO!! 0.002 69 0.209

4~N! 0.006 80 0.663
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the amide I frequencies and dipolar strengths of the 16 NMA/water clusters~Figs 1 and 2! obtainedab initio (BPW91/6-31G** ) and
using the empirical correction@Eq. ~2!#. The rms error was 8.7 cm21 and 0.01 debye2 for the left and right graph, respectively.
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ing vibration, whose bond strength and frequency can v
as influenced by the solvent. Note that coupling terms
sponsible for interactions among individual CvO groups in
a peptide are not affected within the model. The correspo
ing local harmonic oscillator potential can be represented

kd2

2
5

mv2d2

2
, ~3!

where m is a reduced mass, and the change of the fo
constantk upon hydration is

Dk'2
Dv

v
k. ~4!

We wish to use these relationships to ‘‘repair’’ th
vacuum force field (f i j , second derivatives of the energ
with respect to Cartesian atomic coordinates,xi), so that
might reflect the influence of the water potential according
Eq. ~2! for the CvO stretching motion. Because of the no
mal mode (Q) to Cartesian transformation relations

xi5Si ,aQa , Qa5Sa,i
21xi , ~5!

the vacuum CvO bond force constant (d'Q) is given by

k5
]2E

]d2 5Si ,d

]2E

]xi]xj
Sj ,d . ~6!

The Einstein summation convention~sums run over repeate
indices occurring twice in a product! is used in this and the
following formulas. Upon hydration, the CvO stretching
force constant,k, changes according to Eq.~4!, and for the
resulting hydrated complex the Cartesian force field$ f i j % we
obtain results from the following working equation:

f i j8 5 f i j 1pf@Si ,d
21Si 8,df i 8 j 8Sj 8,dSj ,d

21#
2Dv

v
. ~7!

In Eq. ~7!, the Si ,d
21 elements are equal to components o

unit vectore pointing along the CvO bond ~e.g., positive
for oxygen, negative for carbon!, as are the elements ofSi ,d
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~but with a weighting factor given by the atomic masse

Si ,d5 16
28 ei for O, andSi ,d52 12

28 ei for C, i 5x,y,z), andpf

51.119 is an empirical parameter accounting for the fact t
the normal mode is not a pure CvO ~carbon monoxide!
motion. Settingv5v051732 cm21, which corresponded to
the amide I frequency for N-deuterated NMA in vacuum c
culated at the BPW91/6-31G** level, appears to be a rea
sonable approximation in Eq.~7!.

In the same manner as the Cartesian force field, ato
polar tensors~derivatives of permanent molecular electric d
pole momentm0 with respect to atomic coordinates! are
changed upon vibration. As a first approximation the amid
transition dipole,m, points along the CvO bond. The dipole
strength~D! is defined as

D5m2, ~8!

where

m5umu;v21/2
]m0

]xi
Si ,d5v21/2Pd,iSi ,d . ~9!

The dipole derivative matrixPd,i is usually referred to as the
atomic polar tensor. For the first-order changes upon hyd
tion, similarly as for the for constant, we get

DD'2mDm, ~10!

Dm

m
'2

Dv

2v
1

DPiSd,i

PiSd,i
, ~11!

and, using similar logic as for the force field, we get a wo
ing equation for the polar tensor correction

Paa i8 5Paa i1pdS DD

2D
1

Dv

2v DSi ,a
21Si 8,dPd,i 8 . ~12!

Here, the approximation is somewhat more crude than
for frequencies, since we omit the dipole moment direct
deviation, as well as the contribution of the off-diagon
P-tensor components. Thepd correction constant, which
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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should account for some of these simplifications, was se
0.72. Note that the scaling constantspd andpf , which had to
be introduced to extend the NMA results on general amid
even though they were obtained by a least-square fit, o
nate in the intrinsic nature of the amide I vibration in t
trans-amide group.

IV. RESULTS

In the previous section we developed an empirical c
rection for the molecular force field and dipole derivativ
that gives, for the 16 NMA clusters, the same amide I f
quencies and intensities as obtained by Eq.~2! ~in practice
with a frequency error of;1%). However, the method a
formulated above is now applicable to systems with an a
trary number of amide groups. Given the enormous diff
ence in the computational effort for the empirical~fraction of
second! andab initio ~days or weeks of the CPU time! pro-
cedure, the appeal of such an approximation is obvious.
advantage as well as a drawback of the method can be i
trated in Fig. 4, whereab initio and empirical computation
of the absorption spectra for one of the snapshot clusters
compared. The clear advantage is that empirical calcula
reproduces the frequency shift and a part of the inten
change for the amide I band in a fraction of the compu
time that is required for theab initio result. On the other
hand, the influence of the solvent on the other modes,
ticularly the ab initio derived frequency and intensit
changes in the CH bend/C–N stretching regi
(1350– 1550 cm21), could not be reproduced empiricall
This limitation results solely because, as formulated, our c
rection is for only one local mode, the CvO stretch. Analo-
gous parametrization for nonlocal mode, such as amide
would be more problematic. Nevertheless, because of
paramount importance of the amide I signal for analyti
vibrational spectroscopy, and because of its exceptional
sitivity to solvent interactions, we feel it is useful to explo
the possibilities of this proposed model further.

FIG. 4. Absorption spectra, comparison of the empirical andab initio amide
I frequency correction for a snapshot of one MD configuration, NMA p
30 water molecules, taken into theab initio (BPW91/6-31G** ) computa-
tion.
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A. MD simulation of NMA in water solution

In order to test the capabilities of our model for simul
tion of vibrational spectra, we performed an MD simulatio
for NMA in a small water cage with periodic boundary co
ditions. The dimension of the cage was 13.08 Å and it c
tained 1 NMA and 69 waters for a total of 219 atoms. W
the TINKER programs, the structure was energy minimiz
with periodic boundary conditions, then an MD simulatio
was initiated~as anNpT ensemble: constant number of pa
ticles, temperature of 300 K, and a pressure of 1 atmosph
with 1 fs steps!. After about 2000 steps equilibrium wa
achieved~according to temperature and energy floating av
ages!, and configuration samples were then taken after e
additional 1000 Newtonian steps. Altogether, 10 000 geo
etries were generated, which could be used to empiric
adjust the vacuum (DFT/BPW91/6-31G** ) NMA force
field and dipole derivatives, using Eqs.~7! and ~12!.

These calculational outcomes are summarized by
spectral simulations in Fig. 5. The spectra A–E are rep
sented as vertical~red! lines as well as by assigning arbitrar
Lorentzian bands of 7.5 cm21 band width~full width at half
height, FWHH!; for the last spectrum~F! the width is varied

FIG. 5. Models of the amide I absorption band in NMA:~A! vacuum;
~B!–~F! water clusters.~B! force field correction only;~C! force field and
dipole derivatives correction applied. For~D!–~F! periodic bondary condi-
tions were additionally applied. For~B!–~D!, ~E!, and ~F! 100, 1000, and
10 000 configurations~corresponding to the red lines! were averaged, re-
spectively. For~F!, the spectrum was simulated with four different Loren
zian bandwiths as indicated~units of halfwidth in cm21).
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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in the interval 0 – 5 cm21 as indicated in the figure. Clearly
except for the vacuum calculation, the width of the Loren
ian band assumed does not determine the resultant wid
the spectral signal, since it is much smaller than the het
geneous broadening (;50 cm21). Nevertheless, for the
smaller bandwidths of 1 and 0.1 cm21 statistical fluctuations
are still visible even when the full number of 10 000 config
rations is averaged. A best fit to the simulated band@Fig.
5~F!, with the width of 5 cm21] was achieved with a mixed
Gaussian~84%!–Lorentzian~16%! shape. We speculate tha
the ‘‘Lorentzian part’’ of the band indirectly reflects an influ
ence of the molecular shape on the absorption profile, e
deviations from spherical geometry, both for the solvent a
the solute.

The relatively high vacuum frequency@;1730 cm21,
Fig. 5~A!# drops to;1650 cm21 for the amide I when aver
aged over all the water ‘‘clusters’’ in the box. This value
much closer to that which is experimentally observed,17 but
there is a substantial variation in CvO frequencies com-
puted for each MD configuration sampled@Fig. 5~B!#. A rela-
tively minor correction to the band shape results from
influence of the perturbation field on the dipole strengths
each cluster when averaged to give an absorption pro
@compare Figs. 5~B! and 5~C!#. There is a significant differ-
ence between the vacuum and all the other values of
dipole strengths in Fig. 3, suggesting that, once the hydro
bonds to water are formed, the CvO absorption intensity
~dipole strength! varies little with added solvation. Applica
tion of periodic boundary conditions for calculation of th
potential causes a slight narrowing of the absorption b
and increases its symmetry, as can be seen by comparis
@Figs. 5~C! and 5~D!#. Similarly, when the periodic boundar
condition was omitted completely in the simulation, an ad
tional higher-frequency wing of the absorption band arou
1710 cm21 was observed~the spectrum is not shown here!.
In this test, the NMA molecule was expelled from the insi
to the surface of the water drop during MD simulation, d
to its relative hydrophobicity. Nevertheless, when a grea
number of MD configurations are properly averaged@Figs.
5~E! and 5~F!# the band profile becomes smooth and t
shape symmetric.

B. Solvent correction of the vacuum computation
on an oligopeptide amide I band

In this section, absorption and vibrational circul
dichroism spectra of a penta-peptid
Ala-Ala-Aib-D-Ala-Ala-NHCH3, are simulated; Ala
5L-alanine, Aib5aminoisobutyric acid ~or a,a-
dimethylglycine!. Its geometry is shown in Fig. 6. The se
ondary structure of this peptide fragment corresponds t
b-hairpin type I8 loop of a longer peptide, the structure
which was determined by x-ray crystallography.28 According
to our theoretical simulations and recent experimen
experience29 such -Aib-D-Ala- turn motifs should be quit
stable, so these results have potential direct applicat
Thus, the x-ray structure may be maintained at some leve
Downloaded 11 Nov 2003 to 147.231.120.167. Redistribution subject to 
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solution, and this structure may thus be relevant for simu
tions including solvent, partially justifying our lack of a fu
search for the solvated peptide itself.

The geometry of the fragment was generated with
TINKER protein builder, but with the torsion angles restrict
to the x-ray determined values. Then, the molecule was
vated in a cubic cage of water, 18.56 Å on a side. The sys
was allowed to minimize for 50 steps in order to relax t
highest-energy geometric parameters~which effectively re-
pairs inadequacies in the structure as obtained from
builder!. Then, the positions of the peptide atoms were
strained, and the MD simulation was run for only motions
the water molecules. We feel this was a reasonable appro
for this test calculation since theAMBER force field used here
could have difficulty predicting realistic changes of the pe
tide secondary structure and its coupling with the solv
arrangement. This is especially true since the side-chain
teractions present for a real peptide are eliminated in
model pentapeptide~i.e., only methyls are used, since on
Ala and Aib form this sequence! for purposes of simplifying
ab initio calculations. In fact, variation of the peptide stru
ture is not the goal of this simulation, but rather the impa
on the spectrum of the variation in the water structure is w
we seek to simulate. The conditions of the MD run we
analogous to those used for the NMA cluster simulatio
After equilibrium was achieved (;1000 steps at 300 K!
10 000 Newtonian steps were obtained and the computed
ometry was recorded every 100 steps, so that 100 config
tions were averaged. In this case further increase of the n
ber of configurations did not have significant impact on t
resultant spectrum.

In a parallel computation, the vacuum spectral frequ
cies and intensities were calculated for the fragment at
DFT/BPW91/6-31G** level. Prior to the force field calcula
tion, normal modes withuvu.300 cm21 were allowed at this
level to relax the peptide structure from the x-ray deriv
geometry, which caused a negligible change in second
structure. The force field and dipole tensors for this pe
tapeptide in vacuum were then calculated and the result~N-
deuterated! is shown in Fig. 7~top! for the IR of the amide I
band. Based on the distributions of the water molecu

FIG. 6. Structure of theb-hairpin type I8 pentapeptide fragment
Ala-Ala-Aib-(D-Ala)-Ala-NHCH3 .
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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around the peptide as obtained in the sampled configurat
from the MD simulation, the empirical corrections@Eqs.~7!
and ~12!# to the ab initio force field and dipole derivative
were applied. The resulting solvent-corrected amide I8 spec-
trum for this peptide is in Fig. 7~bottom!. Both the vacuum
and solvated peptide absorption spectrum of the amid
band are more complicated than for the NMA molecu
~compare with Fig. 5!. Additionally, due to the number o
peptide groups in the peptide and their compact turn ge
etry, some internal hydrogen bonds are already formed
vacuum. In particularly, the inner loop carbonyl oxyg
forms a bifurcated hydrogen bond to two other am
groups, which is reflected in the vacuum absorption spect
as the most intense, and lowest frequency, IR band
1685 cm21. This mode is distinct from the absorbances
nonbonded or weakly H-bonded groups. This pattern is
nificantly disturbed by the empirical water correction, whe
the center of the amide I absorption band shifts to appro
mately 1650 cm21 and a significant shoulder/sideband dev
ops to higher wave number. Clearly, despite the gen
broadening, its nonsymmetric shape still reflects the differ
carbonyl groups.

Additional efforts were made to simulate the VCD of th
pentapeptide with water. Obviously, the VCD of NMA wou
be zero because of its effective planar symmetry. The hy
tion also causes large changes in the simulated VCD s
trum. Both the vacuum and solvent model predict a net ne
tive signal for the pentapeptide turn amide I mode and a6

FIG. 7. The influence of the hydration on the absorption spectra of
pentapeptide. On the top the BPW91/6-31G** amide I IR simulation in
vacuum is presented; the bottom spectrum was obtained by simulatin
influence on the amide I of 168 water molecules in a periodic cage, sum
over 100 configurations obtained from an MD simulation.
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couplet from high to low wave numbers. The empirical s
vent correction, however, leads to a more negatively bia
VCD and gives a rise to an extra positive peak arou
1620 cm21. Thus, the correction can potentially improv
VCD simulations as well. However, we feel that detail
assessment of its performance for VCD should be left for
future, when more comparisons with experimental data
available.

In order to document further possible application of o
model, we repeated the pentapeptide simulation for a dif
ent temperature of 380 K. The change in spectral frequen
and intensities with temperature can be seen in Fig. 8.
strongest intensity shifts to higher frequency, which is
accord with trivial expectation, since hydrogen bonds
less favored at elevated temperatures. Our thermal unfold
data for a number ofb-hairpins do show a steady increase
temperature for the main absorption band; however, it is
ficult to quantitatively separate the salvation effect from
conformational change~fraying of the hairpin strands!.30 On
the basis of our experimental experience we suppose tha
model overestimates the temperature influence on the am
I band, probably due to the limitations of theAMBER force
field. Similarly, the model did not qualitatively reproduce th
differences in bandwidths for H2O and D2O NMA
solutions.17 This bandwidth can be partially rationalized du
to the resonant coupling between the amide I and H2O bend-
ing modes, which does not exist for D2O. In test computa-
tions ~not shown here! we ran unrestricted MD simulation
for the whole system, with the peptide allowed to move
well, and obtained qualitatively similar results, suggest
that this turn structure corresponds to a well-defined m
mum on the molecular potential energy surface.

So far, we have used the empirical correction for av
aging effects of solvent interaction, which is most approp
ate for a large system. Nevertheless, it is interesting to
the extent to which a particular solvent configuration can
modeled. This is tested onab initio computations for the
peptide surrounded by 9 water molecules, the geometry
which can be seen in Fig. 9. This particular geometry w
randomly selected from one of the MD configurations d
scribed above; however, to simplify the computation, on
water molecules making hydrogen bonds to the peptide w

e

he
ed

FIG. 8. Simulated absorption spectra for the pentapeptide and 168 w
molecules for two temperatures~300 K solid line, 380 K dot-dashed line!,
summed as in Fig. 7.
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retained. In Fig. 10, theab initio (BPW91/6-31G** , ob-
tained using the normal mode constrained optimizati!
vacuum and hydrated IR and VCD spectra are compare
those calculated by applying our empirical correction to t
smaller cluster as well as to the outcome of the IEF-PC
continuum model.23,31 We here reference the more sensiti
VCD pattern as a probe of the normal mode ordering. T
vacuum computation~a! predicts high frequencies~a peak at
1718 and a shoulder at 1714 cm21), as is normal for DFT
peptide frequency calculations since hydrogen bonds are
formed for the loop CvO residues. The inner loop CvO
group provides the lowest frequency (1685 cm21 VCD!
band, because of the extensive bifurcated H bonding.
1699 cm21 VCD band arises from the ends of the molecu
which is virtually a short, flat, antiparallelb-sheet hairpin
segment. However, in the solvent environment it is
b-sheet component that provides the lowest frequency p
at 1639 and 1644 cm21 for spectra c, d in Fig. 10, respec
tively. Unlike in vacuum, due to H bonding to the solven
the inner and outer CvO groups provide modes at simila
frequencies, providing a positive band for the inn
(1677 cm21 ab initio, 1657 empirical! and a negative signa
(1699 cm21 ab initio, 1675 empirical! for the outer CvO
group vibrations. The innerb-sheet CvO groups are
shielded from the solvent, and thus it is not surprising t
their net frequency is not changed much by the solvent~to
1710 forab initio and 1699 cm21 for the empirical model!,
but the inversion of the VCD sign for these modes is qu
surprising. The PCM model without explicit waters~b! gen-
erally improves the vacuum frequencies, but does not re
duce the VCD sign pattern and normal mode ordering.
particular, it predicts that the outerb-sheet CvO group vi-
brates with higher frequency (1665 cm21) than the inner
loop group (1653 cm21), as might be expected for a con

FIG. 9. Structure of the minimally solvated pentapeptide fragment hydr
by nine water molecules.
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tinuum model, but in disagreement with the results from
explicit models~c, d!. The comparison in Fig. 10 may b
affected by a slight relaxation of the geometry in theab initio
computation. Nevertheless, we can draw two important c
clusions:~i! mode reordering in the solvent can happen; a
~ii ! the empirical model reproduces qualitative patterns fou
in the full ab initio simulation, although more detailed a
sessment of the apparent frequency errors should be the
of a separate study. Note that this empirical scheme is
only method, apart from theab initio computations, that can
reproduce the extended band splitting needed for qua
tively correct VCD and ROA spectra simulation.

V. DISCUSSION

In this work on NMA solvated with a cluster of water
we have extended previous knowledge about hydration
the amide group by addressing these particular proble
what is the necessary size of an explicit water environm
needed for a computation to obtain a realistic frequen
shift, what is the influence of that water environment
spectral intensities, and how can these results be genera
for application to other systems? We extended the result
Ham and co-workers,14 taking into account more genera
clusters and using the more accurate, especially for vib
tional frequencies, DFT theory as a basis for the compu
tions, instead of the HF approximation.

FIG. 10. Calculated (BPW91/6-31G** ) absorption~«! and VCD~D«! spec-
tra of the pentapeptide:~a! for vacuum;~b! hydration modeled by the PCM
continuum model alone;~c! empirical solvent correction@Eqs.~7! and~12!#,
and~d! full ab initio calculation. See Figs. 6 and 9 for the geometries for~a!
and ~b!, and~c! and ~d!, respectively.

d
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Our solvent modeling is focused on the amide I vibrati
and thus cannot compete fully with more general solv
models, such as continuum polarization models32–34or Car–
Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations35 or directab ini-
tio cluster calculations.17 However, these methods comput
tionally become extremely resource intensive. Furtherm
for peptide conformational analysis with IR spectroscopy
amide I vibration provides both the strongest IR signal a
the most useful diagnostic tool, while at the same time i
strongly influenced by hydrogen bonds to water. Therefo
any vacuum calculations of frequencies are in need of
nificant correction.Ab initio frequencies have been correct
by scaling in many previous studies, but such a scaling fa
for missing the H-bond effect on the amide CvO would be
very large~compared to the 5% or so reduction usually
quired for DFT frequencies!. Such a large perturbation ma
change the nature of the modes, so that using just a sim
scaling could miss that important impact of the H bonds
solvent. This has been shown by many tests, e.g., where
can include water explicitly in the DFT computations.17,36

The empirical method presented here allows us to make s
corrections to the FF on an arbitrarily large system. An
ample was given in Fig. 10, where for the amide I mode
can, unlike with previous modeling, with minimal comput
tional effort obtain realistic frequencies sensitive to act
water orientations and, in addition, obtain heterogene
band broadening via molecular dynamics averaging. T
spectral bandwidth has been a point not addressed in con
tional spectral simulations, and is usually circumvented
an introduction of arbitrary empirical constant chosen
mimic the experimental bandwidth.

From the computation on the pentapeptide turn mod
we can see that the broadening caused by the solvent is
parable in magnitude with the dispersion caused by the
tramolecular interactions. A significant part of the dispers
in the vacuum calculations is due to the difference of ‘‘fre
and H-bonded CvO groups, whereas in aqueous solution
CvO groups are likely to be H-bonded, unless they are i
particularly protected globular fold. The NMA result pro
vides a control with regard to the amide I dispersion due
~f,c! variation, as there is only one amide and the spec
width must come primarily from the heterogeneous broad
ing due to the water environment. In this case it would se
that the water dispersion effect might correspond to the
perimental value of 50 cm21 found for H2O solution
~FWHH!, but in that case mixing with and correcting fo
solvent modes is problematic.17 Consequently, we simulate
the spectra for N-deuterated NMA in D2O, where the ob-
served width somewhat narrower (;30 cm21). Thus, while
our method yields the useful idea of the heterogene
broadening, it overestimates the effect at this time.

Also, the frequencies obtained by this correction are
deed much closer to experiment than by vacuum calcula
or even by just using just a single layer of explicit, H-bond
waters in the DFT calculations.9,11,17Only with several layers
can one get a converging frequency correction. The sa
sort of observation was made previously when it was
ported that with a single layer of water H-bonded to NMA
polarized continuum model or reaction field was needed
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get reasonably accurate frequencies.9,17 The resulting fre-
quencies are still high by a few cm21, but this just reflects
the DFT results, since the empirical method was calibra
against the set of DFT (BPW91/6-31G** level! calculations
done for the various clusters used to develop the fitting
rameters. The correction can be no better than theab initio
results on which it is based, but it offers convenience a
applicability to large systems. Furthermore, it could be ea
further repaired by introduction of a scaling factor, which
this case would be a minor correction, not likely to disto
the modes significantly. At this point, however, scalin
would not extend physical insight into the amide I vibratio
It may be also worthy to model the water electrostatic pot
tial differently than from the fixed partial atomic charge
e.g., taking into account water polarizability or using prop
electrostatic field-fitted charges obtained at the giv
(BPW91/6-31G** ) method. This would, however, make th
method more robust. Because of the relatively good fit of
frequency shifts obtained by the charges given in the orig
reference~0.412 and20.814), we rather rely on the fitting
parameters that may incorporate also inaccuracies in the
termination of the atomic charges. This parametrization
also close to that used in theAMBER force field ~0.417 and
20.834).

A more serious limitation is the lack of a similar corre
tion for the amide II mode. This mode is more coupled
other vibrations, and the same sort of scaled correction
used here for the amide I may not be possible without c
sideration of the influence on other parts of the spectrum,
certainly it could not have the same formalistic basis. T
amide II frequency is shifted up in frequency by;30 cm21

upon hydration. This is in the opposite direction~due to
H-bonding stiffening the bending motion! but is of less mag-
nitude than for amide I. The experimental significance of
amide II has not been so well developed;37,38 nevertheless, it
is clear that measurements in H2O are of growing importance
for IR and Raman so that future modeling would have to d
either with solvent correction to the amide II mode or i
clude the influence of solvent onto all vibrational degrees
freedom more consistently. Other mid-IR modes are ob
ously uncorrected as well, but these are mostly well rep
sented by vacuum computations. As a fullab initio approach
is still impossible for larger systems, extensions of this e
pirical method or a combination of explicit and reaction fie
solvent models may provide a solution to consideration
solvent effects.9,17,39

VI. CONCLUSIONS

These cluster computations indicated that, for an expl
solvent model, positions of water molecules are as impor
as their number, if the influence on the amide I frequency
to be reproduced correctly. The empirical correction p
sented here takes into account this geometry dependence
speeds up the computations considerably when comp
with ab initio methods. Thus, realistic amide I spectral fr
quencies could be calculated for a model pentapeptide
heterogeneous broadening and temperature depend
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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could be simulated when the correction was averaged fo
ensemble of geometries obtained from a molecular dynam
simulation.
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